Taylor De Chaine

Taylor is a freshman. Her favorite classes are AVID and Biology. Her favorite extracurricular activity is watching anime, specifically Hunter x Hunter. Her favorite food is spaghetti. In the future, Taylor wants to be the first in her family to go to college. Mr. Manzo is a WHS teacher who inspires her academic success because Taylor says, “Mr. Manzo makes an effort to make sure you are doing well in school and feel acknowledged when you do something right.” Of the “8 Conditions,” Taylor’s favorite is Belonging because she says, “It didn’t feel like you had much of a sense of belonging during online school.” Mr. Manzo says, “Taylor De Chaine deserves recognition for illustrating the conditions of Leadership & Responsibility by excelling not only in the classroom but also by getting involved with multiple clubs including AVID leadership. As a 9th grade student that is super impressive.”